
 

IDENTITY  
EXERCISE 

 
This method sheet will lead you through the activity “IDENTITY EXERICE” used to 
help participants become aware of their different identity positions and their 
connection to status and power.  
 
 

 
 
 
ACTIVITY STEP BY STEP 
 
 

 
90 minutes 

 
Adaptable for 10 – 40 participants 

 
Masking tape  

 

1. Make a circle with participants and do a round with names. 
 
2. Explain them that they will start to walk in the room with no direction 
to the signal they will start to exchange names this way: “When you meet 
someone you shake hands with this person saying: Hello my name is (your 
name) and the other person answers Hello my name is (his/her name) at this 
moment the names have exchanged so you take with you the name of the 
other person. You continue with the shanking hands and greetings so when 
you meet someone else you say Hello my name is (not your real name but 
the name you took with you in the last exchange) and you leave the greeting 
with a new name the other person gave you and the other one leaves with 
the name you gave him or here. Eventually your name can come back to 
you if it happens you leave the game going behind a line of masking tape 
(you set in the room previously) 
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3. When some people have found their names you stop the game and 
you start doing.a “discriminator”role and you demand cheering and 
clapping for the ones that found the name and you leave out the ones still 
searching for their names as losers (or something close to this sense).  
 
4.  You leave the role and you debrief “How they felt? (Each side) And if 
this happens in society if it happens that there are power roles positions 
that labels us or parts of us (parts of our identities as bad and good, parts 
that gives us social power and parts of us that gives us low social position) 
.   
 

5. You set in the floor crossing the line you set before vertically to make 
like a star. You set up a line for each part of our identity you want to explore 
mainly the “abismal lines” of Boaventura de Sousa Santos  

§ Gender : Male/Females, Gender expression, Sexual Orientation 
and Gender Identity. 

§ Race: Skin colour or Phenotype , Administrative situation, 
Cultural Identity 

§ Age 
§ Cience vs religion  
§ Social class 
§ (You can add others but those are the basics) 

 
For every line you can ask the group which are the privileges and the 
oppressions society gives in depending on which part of the line we fell 
into. 

 

First is important you as leader of the exercise do it for yourself and 
look for literature to explore each topic if you are not affected directly 
by it, for instance literature around the discrimination not 
heterosexual people lives or the discrimination of people of colour  
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This activity has been developed by LaXIxa Teatre.  It is under the creative commons licence 
"Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike"  

which lets you remix, tweak, and build upon our work non-commercially, as long as you credit us and 
license your new creations under identical terms. 
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